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GENSpeed® Category Cables

PowerGuard HDPE Conduit

SOHO Media Panels

Network Switches
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The WiFi Transparent SOHO Media Panels have a flexible 
design with a selection of accessories to provide a, secure, 
enclosure for installing and distributing broadband.

Primex’s PXU Network Switch Series provide Gigabit, PoE+ 
plug-and-play connectivity of IP components within Primex 
SOHO Pro™ media panels.

PoE Network Switches11.
simple, secure, unmanaged switches come in three 8-port 
configurations for a range of applications: 8-port network, 
4-port PoE+/4-port network, 8-port PoE+.

GenSPEED® offers the largest selection of datacom 
copper category and fiber optic cables in the world. That 
means a single source for any cable networking need.

PowerGuard is listed to CSA C22.2. PowerGuard is 
designed to perform in Electrical applications eliminating 
joints and elbows with continuous flexible lengths.

These ducts perform well in all environments, aerial, 
direct buried and underground. Multiple wall thickness 
are available based on the application..

CoExtruded conduit is an ideal choice to provide visual 
utility or end use of conduit identification

Co Extruded HDPE Conduit

Fibrelyte®  Enclosures

Duralite® Enclosures

The Duralite™ family of enclosures deliver unexpected Tier 
15 and Tier 22 load rating performance in the lightweight 
enclosure category.

Fibrelyte meter boxes are engineered for a greater 
strength-to-weight ratio than plastic products and are ideal 
for turf and walkway applications.
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7. LED Linear Vapor Fixture

LED Backlit Panels
Single panel offers multiple wattages and color options—sim-
plify inventory management. Thin profile for uniform and 
consistent illumination. Lightweight and energy-saving over 
traditional troffer

eLumigen LED Linear Vapor Tight fixtures are designed for 
installation at mounting heights of 5.5 meters or lower. 
These rugged fixtures are DLC Premium listed, have a high 
impact protection rating of IK10 and an IP66 rating. 
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Smooth Wall HDPE Conduit
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